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Australia's New Government Cracks Down on
Unions
By Gerard Phillips(GP) and Kate Richie from BRR Media (BRR)

GP

The Federal Government's going to introduce some new legislation to deal with
registered organisations or trade unions as it were. Is this necessary? Well of
course it is, the ongoing HSU scandal, the ongoing Police investigation into the AWU
in Melbourne, confirms that it's necessary to do. I mean anyone that holds other
people's money, whether it's a real estate agent, a lawyer or whether it’s a public
company with shareholders money have to comply with significant rules, the Unions
should, it's in their own best interests if they want to survive into the future and
they should you know really get with the program and you know comply with what
corporate Australia has to do with anyway.

BRR

Gerard, the Federal Government has also introduced legislation to reinstate the
ABCC, what will this mean for workplaces in the construction industry?

GP

Well it's a curiosity Kate because you know over time the CFMEU it doesn't what
laws have been passed they don't comply with them. I mean in Victoria and Grocon
dispute the Victorian Supreme Court issued orders in the nature of injunctions
against the Union and they ignored them. Do they need a tough cop on the beat
they sure do, but I think you know it's not just a matter of the law, it's a matter of
actually getting the Union to comply and I think the ABCC itself has some problems.
I mean in the past it's picked the wrong cases, prepared them badly, you know they
really need to look at their own operations; but is it needed well of course it is, the
lawlessness in the construction industry has got to stop.

BRR

Well hopefully we see some progression in this area, Gerard thanks for joining us.

GP

Thanks Kate.
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